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THE LIFE OF A STAR. 

A LETTER FROM PROF. PERRY TO SIR NORMAN 
LOCKYER. 

YOU have 11sked me to examine certain publications on 
this subject, and to give you my views on the 

value of such speculations as have been made by 
mathematical physicists. 

Mr. T. J. J. See (The Astronomical Journal, Boston, 
February 6, 1899) states as "one of the most funda
mental of all the laws of nature ""that gaseous masses 
follow the law 

K 
t = R 

where K is a constant for all stars of whatever mass or 
of whatever kind of gaseous stuff, R is the radius and 
t is the temperature. Now we have all sorts of tem
peratures in a star ; but whether Mr. See takes average 
temperature or the temperature of some layer at a 
definite depth below the surface, he is certainly wrong. 
Mr. Homer Lane does not express the general results 
which I shall give presently, nor does Lord Kelvin give 
them in my form (although he does give them) ; but 
from either of these classical papers Mr. See might have 
inferred them, and seen that his own statement was 
wrong. Mr. See's arguments are rea:lly metaphysical. 
For example, at the very beginning of the proof of his 
proposition he speaks of the gravitational pressure at 
the surface of a star, whereas in physics we do not 
admit that there can be such a pressure in the absence 
of outside matter. Thus it is impossible for a mathe
matical physicist to get to Mr. See's point of view. 

Of A. Ritter's articles in Wiedemann's Annalen there 
is a good abstract in the Astrophysical Journal, Chicago, 
December 1898. He assumes that the radiating layer 
on the outside of a star is of constant mass. He also 
assumes that the rate of radiation is proportional to the 
fourth power of the average temperature of this layer. 
He is dealing with temperatures which are so much 
greater than the temperatures with which we work in 
the laboratory, that such assumptions must be regarded 
as quite arbitrary. 

Mr. Homer Lane, in his classical paper on the 
theoretical temperature of the sun (American Journal of 
Science and Arts, second series, vol. I. p. 57, 1870), makes 
the assumption that Dulong and Petit's law of radiation is 
true for solar radiation, and he uses it to calculate the 
temperature of the radiating layer, which he finds to be 
28,000° F. That is, he uses an empirical law, obeyed 
possibly at laboratory temperatures in radiation from hot 
-solids, to express the radiation at enormous temperatures 
from a hot layer of gas which has layers of gas of all 
sorts of temperatures above and below it. 

It seems to me that we know too little about the 
phenomenon of radiation from layers of gas with denser 
and hotter layers below and rarer and colder layers above 
to allow of any weight being placed upon these assump
tions of Ritter or Homer Lane. In a star we have layers 
of fluid at all sorts of temperature and density. We have 
no laboratory knowledge of radiation that is applicable. 
We know very little about any star except our own sun. 
During Palceozoic time, many millions o~ years; ~h_ere has 
been life on our earth. Prof. Newcomb 1s of opm1on that 
the sun's heat received by the earth cannot have varied 
more than a very little during Palceozoic time. My 
results will enable us to see what this unifonnitarian 
assumption leads to. It is my own belief (see NATURE, 
p. 582, April 1895) that there may have been many 
millions of years during which the sun may _have been 
radiating at only one-third or one-tenth of its present 
rate. My formulae! will enable us to apply such assump
tions as these, and see what they lead to. However 
different assumptions of this kind may appear to be, they 
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all lead to results which only differ in degree, and not in 
kind. Assumptions like those of Homer Lane and Ritter 
may lead to results which are altogether wrong. 

All this is speculation, but it is speculation on physical 
and mathematical lines where criticism is immediately 
applicable to one's logic and one's premises. 

Gaseous Stars. 
Homer Lane, Lord Kelvin, Ritter, and all people who 

have tried to make exact calculations, have assumed that 
the stuff of which a star is composed behaves as a perfect 
gas in a state of convective equilibrium. I also assume 
that this is the case. But if we apply our results to our 
own sun, we find that at its centre there is a density 33, 
that is, 50 per cent. greater- than the ordinary density of 
platinum. It seems to me that speculation on this basis 
of perfectly gaseous stuff ought to cease when the density 
of the gas at the centre of the star approaches o·r or one
tenth of the density of ordmary water in the laboratory. 

Let p be density, t absolute temperature, p pressure 
of the gas at the distance r from the centre ; the gas is 
such that p<Yt=p, <Y being a constant depending on the 
nature of the gas, and let 'Y be the ratio of its specific 
heats. Let there be convective equilibrium, so that 

pt1 l(<-y)=c1 , a constant • ( l) 
or 

ptYf(, -y)=c3, a constant . (2) 

Let t0 and p0 be values at the centre of the star. 
If m is the mass inside the radius r, then 

dp _ nz dr- - a;;'ip • • . • • • • • (3) 

[I introduce the constant a because mf is the gravita-
r 

tional force with which a mass m attracts a mass p at 
the distance r. If we keep a= 1, all our forces will be in 
gravitational units. I prefer to have them in laboratory 
units. If we keep to C.G.S. units throughout, as one 
dyne is the weight of one gramme at the earth's surface 
+981 and the weight of one gramme corresponds to 

:~ gravitation units, where M1 is the mass of the earth 

in
1 
grammes and R 1 is the radius of the earth in centi-

d d M1 . . . metres; one yne correspon s to --
8
-- 2 grav1tat1on umts, 

9 I R1 
so that 

Also 

m=41r J:r2p. dr ...... , , (4) 

(3) is the same as 

r 20 _.1'_ c!!_ = - am • . • •.••. (5) 
Cl 'Y - I dr ' 

From (4), 

Hence, differentiating (5), we have 

d 2t +: dt +41ra(-y=-2_)p_o_t_11(y-,) ==o .•••. (6) 
dr' rdr <J'"y t0r/(y-,) 

Let us assume that t=t00, and that r=bx, choosing b 
so that x and 8 shall not depend upon t0 or p0, and that 
the coefficient of the last term is r, thus we find 

d'8 +: d8-/- 91/(y-,)=O . (7) ~, x~ ..... . 

an equation which is true for any star the 'Y for whose 
gaseous stuff is known. 

B which is t//0 may be expressed as a sum of powers of 
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x, and so tabulated. In the same way, cf> or p/p0 might be 

tabulated. Indeed cf>y-, = 0. Again µ 01-J: cf>x2.dx may be 

tabulated. Mr. Lane has done this work for several 
values of y. Solution by means of series of powers of x 
can be relied upon only till x= I. After that one must 
work indirectly. Lord Kelvin, m a paper published in_ the 
Philosophical Magazine, 1887, vol. xxiii. p. 287, gives 
numbers calculated by his assistant, Mr. Magnus Maclean, 
from which, with the help of Mr. J. Lister's or Mr. Homer 
Lane's values at x = 1, I could give a table like the 
following for the case of y = 1 ·4. There are outside 
limits for x and µ, which Mr. Lane calls x' and µ'. 
Knowing the value of I) for x= r, I find that Lord Kelvin's 
numbers give x' as 5·24, and the corresponding µ' as 
:n65, whereas Mr. Lane gives z' as S-35, andµ' as 2·188. 
Mr. Lane does not publish the other values, and his 
curves are drawn to too small a scale for us to be able to 
:nake out tables of the values of 8 or cf>. Lord Kelvin 
from x=o, and Mr. Lane for va lues beyond x= 1, ob
tained their results by methods such that errors may 
have increased as the work proceeded. 

On the whole, I am disposed to take Lord Kelvin's 
numbers with an x', which is the mean of those just 
g iven, or 5·30, andµ ' as 2·177. 

TABLE I.-For &'aseous Stu!f whr,se Specific Heat Ratio is I ·4. 

X 6 ,/, /L 

o r ·ooo 1 ·ooo o 
·795 ·904 ·777 ·136 
·883 ·884 ·734 ·184 
·993 ·857 ·679 ·252 

I' 14 ·819 ·6o7 ·355 
1·33 ·763 ·508 ·512 
I '59 ·681 ·385 "758 
1·99 ·562 ·237 1·133 
2·65 ·384 ·0916 1·666 
3·97 ·141 ·0074 2·117 
5 ·30 0 0 2·177 

We know now that for any star whose stuff behaves 
like a perfect gas 

Where 

A= ;-,ry ----, and B=41rA3 • 

41ra(-y- I) 

•••• (8) 

we see that A and B, x' and µ' depend merely on the 
nature of the gas. \Ve have 

P-A(1")' ·' ( ) ,_ -,;" ..\ · · · · · · • • 9 

:\[ =Bto''t-'Po-lµ' . •...•.. ( 10) 

if R is the outside radius and M is the whole mass. 
We may choose values of 10 and p0, and calculate R 

and M, or it is easy to see that if we know Rand M, we 
may calculate the internal density and temperature by 

x' M} to= 41rA"µ ' . j{ 
Po= x'~ !:!_ •...••. (11) 

41rµ' IP 

It will be noticed that, a- being proportional to the 
molecular volume (being sixteen times as great in 
hydrogen as in oxygen), Po is independent of a-, whereas 
10 is inversely proportional to a-. If we consider our 
own sun to be made of hydrogen, and if the laws of 
perfect gases could be applied as we have applied them, 
10 = 3·25 x ro7 degrees centigrade, p0 = 33, that is, 50 
per cent. g reater than the density of platinum (see how I 
blush ). Whereas if it were made of oxygen, Po is the 
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same as before, but /0 is 2·03 x ro·; degrees. It 1s 
sometimes good to employ, instead of (8) 

r=~x, 11t=?µ } 
Mx' M.x 3 ••••• (12} 

t= 4;,:A.2if;,0, p= 41riz:lµ' ¢ 

The above tables and these formul re enable us to find 
the temperature and density at any point in any gaseous 
star of any mass, size and material (if y is I ·4). The 
curve connecting 8 and x is the t, r curve for any star ; 
the curve connecting q, and x is the p, r curve for any 
star; the scales of measurement are given in (12). 

The intrinsic eneri;y (not including any gra,·itational 
energy) of the whole mass being /1, sii:ice t~e int_rinsic 
energy of unit mass at temperature t is kt, if k 1s the 
specific heat (in ergs) at constant volume, and t 1s 
t0 Po' - Y pY- ' , 

'R 
lz = 41rkt0p0 ' Y j 

O 
r 0p • Jr 

or 

if X stands for 

rx' x20y/(y- r)dx 

• 0 

a known number depending only on the value of y. 
Hence 

l·Xx' M' 
h= A' ,., . -l' 41r µ. '-

• • . (13) 

If W is the work done by gravitation in bringing all the 
stuff into its present position from an infinite distance, 

JR .x' y[2 
\V=a41r 

O 
pmr. dr=aYµ."2 · 1z 

where 

Y = 1:~µcp. dx 

a known number depending only on the value of y. 
We can now speculate on these results. If the pieces 

of stuff which come together to form the nebula are not 
mere molecules, but of the size of meteors such as reach 
our earth, W will not be much less than what is here 
stated. Indeed, we may say that even when a star 
ceases to be gaseous, and throughout its whole history 
the value of W is so nearly what is given in ( 14), that 
(14) may be used generally in such speculations as these. 

A gaseous star doubles all its temperatures and its 
intrinsic heat energy when its radius is halved. \Ve see 
that if all stars are of the same gaseous stuff, the ratio 
of h to W is constant for all stars at all times. Let us 

M2 M2 
put W = a R' h = (3 R. 

As W = h + H if H is the total energy lost by the 
star by radiation, then 

H=(a - .8)~~' .. , . (15) 

As part of this heat was lost by the stuff before it 
became a spherical gaseous star, we may take as the 
heat lost from time T = o when the radius was R0 to the 
present time T, when the radius is R 

(a-f:l):\12(..:-~) ....... (16) 
R R0 

In the mass M there are surfaces whose areas are 
proportional to R 2, and whose temperatures are pro-

portional to M. I shall assume as quite reasonable, 
R 

that 
Total rafdiation per} =areas Y. (temperatures)" . ( 17) 

year rom a star 

where n is some constant. 
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It may be worth while here to use with this the j peratures as they get older, until they cease to behave as 
assumption that our sun, when gaseous, radiated heat of gaseous bodies throughout. The temperature outside is 
the same amount every year; of course H of (r 5) or (r6) o. The depth below the surface at which there exists a 
is then proportional to time. ( 1 5) is the age of the sun layer of a particular temperature, say 5000° Cent. absolute, 
from some zero of time until it had the radius R; (16) is proportional to R 2/M, or if our rule as to time is right, 
is the time taken to contract from radius R0 to radius R. the depth is inversely as the mass of a star multiplied by 

Using (17), the square of its age. In a very old, mass ive star the 
R t ft t I a· f R'(M )" ( S) layer at 5000° is very close to the outside. 

a e O O a ra ,awn = ' R · · · · 1 It seems to me that this is an important thing. A 

we see that n must be 2 for our sun. In our state of you_ng_ star, a truly gaseo~s _star, has great depth of 
ignorance of the phenomenon of radiation from a star it rad1atmg layer. 1 mean It IS probably only at g~eat 
may be presumptuous in me to say that this would be a deJ:)ths from t_he free surface that we find the _layer f101_n 
very reasonable a priori assumption. Namely that rate which a c_ontmuous_ spectrum comes. I take 1t that 1t 1s 
of radiation is proportional to surface and square of only dur~ng. colhs10n. of molecules that a continuous 
average temperature. Anyhow it makes the task of ?pectrum 1s_g1ven out_; m the free-path state ~fa molec_ul~ 
pursuing the uniformitarian assumption less thankless.' It radiates its own hght only_. . Great density and h1g 

For an y star then the total radiation in unit time is temperature conduce to th~ g1vmg out of the continuous 
proportional to M2, and hence the time taken by any spectrum. 1!1 _old stars, l!ke ~>Ur s_un, the lay~r of stuff 
gaseous star in contracting from radius R to radius R is capable of g1vmg out white h~ht 1? comparatively _near 

0 the surface of the star. I can 1magme a comparatively 
I J 

Tee :iC R.. . . • . . .. .. (i 9) young star long before its heat energy is a maximum, not 
radiating energy very fast, but rather giving out bright 
line spectra light from the greater part of its area ; in 
fact from all but its central parts. 

0 

being the same for any star, whatever its mass may be. 
How it depends on the nature of its material we do not 
know, as we are basing these speculations on an assump
tion as to the sun's radiation. Or counting axe from some 
period m the nebulous state, which it is not easy to 
define. 

temperature of star cc age x mass . . . . (20) 

We see that stars get to have higher and higher tern-
1 If total radiation from a star is proportionrd to surfaces x the nth 

power of temperatures 

but from (16), 
dH M2 dR 
dl'cc - RS d l" 

Puttin~ these equal and integrating we find T as the time since the star was 
of radius Ro 

( 
n-3 n-.:1) J\1:? - n 

Tee R -R - -
o n - 3 

I. Thus if n=1, 

Tcc~1(;, - R'.,2) 
It follows from this assumption that the rate of incre.ase of temperature per 

annum is propor tional to ~I_a~<; _ _ _ 
temperature 

II. If n=2 as above, 
[ [ 

Ta:.R - Ro 

It follows from this that the rate of increa::;;e of temperature per annum is 
con~itant and is proportional to the mass of the star. 

Ill. If n=3, 
, Ro 

Ta:M Iog R. 

Jt follo~vs from this that _the temperat~re in crease~ with time by the com
pou nd interest law; that 1s, the rate of increase of temperature per annum 
is. proµortional to the mass X temperature. 

1V. If n=4, 

Tcc~2 (Ro- R ) . 

I n this cnse the rate of increase of temperature per annum is proportional 
to the square of the temperature. 

Suppose it to be assumed that the radia tion is mainly from an outer 
layer, that this layer increases in temperature fr om t=o at its outer surface 
to t=t1 a t its inner surface, the depth or thickne~s of it is 

o-R' 
DccM. 

T~m; the thickness of the layer is great~r with stuff like Hydrogen than 
with Oxygen. As we really know nothing about how the total radiation 
from such a layer depends upon the thickness, I cannot use this in my 
calculations. It is however worth noting that from equal surface areas of 
layers a ll with the same range of tempera ture but of different depths or 

(M) n/2 thicknesses: D, the radiation per second a: D . 
Thus in the case above, in assuming n=2, we are r eall y assuming that 

the radiation from unit area of layer is inversely proportional to its thickness. 
Suppose we speak of the depth D ' below the surface to reach a layer of a 

particulardensity Pl then 
R :'! 

D'cc 
M! 

the depth being independent of whether the stuff is Oxygen or Hydrogen. 
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I am very ignorant of your subject, but I take it that 
any star gives out a continuous spectrum with lines. The 
continuous spectrum is strong, and the lines relatively 
dark, in old stars ; the continuous spectrum is weak, and 
the lines bright, in new stars. In both cases the con
tinuous spectrum is most intense, and the lines least 
intense at the central parts of a star. If a star is very 
new, so that it is not all gas, it will probably not be 
spherical, and one may have spectra quite different in 
different places and at different times. 

Stars in General. 

I suppose that many people will think the above specu
lation to be fairly safe. It is correct on the assumptions. 
One may apply it to any star until the central density 
approaches 0·1 or one-tenth of that of water or even 
more. In the case of our sun, the theory may have been 
applicable from the time when his radius was twenty 
times what it is now until it was five times what it is now. 
Near the surface I assume the density and temperature 
to be very small, and probably there is no substance 
that will behave as a perfect gas near the zero of temper
ature even if its density is also nearly zero. But as the 
mass of stuff in this condition is small, we may, I think, 
use our hypothesis. Besides, we are neglecting more 
important things ; many possible conditions difficult to 
specify; heterogeneity ; violent convective rushing of 
stuff like iron vapour to the places of low temperature 
where it may undergo sudden condensation and fall as 
iron hail over large regions ; also, intense electrical 
actions are certainly taking place. All this may be said 
to be superficial, affecting only a small portion of the 
whole mass. On the whole, then, we may take our 
theory of gaseous stars to be applicable to some portion 
of the life of any star. 

I am on much less safe ground when I try to trace the 
history of a star after its material ceases to behave as a 
perfect gas, and yet, as I take it, this is very much the 
longest part of its career. I may only vaguely speculate 
on its long or short life as a nebula; as a confused mass 
of streams of meteors in which every collision generates 
gaseous masses at all kinds of temperatures; its record 
is fairly clear from the time [if there ever is such a period 
in the truly gaseous state) when it assumes the spherical 
shape [in all cases I am neglecting rotation] and gets 
hotter and hotter and smaller and smaller. If the law 
of radiation is the same in any star as in our sun, and if 
we take one year's loss of heat energy by our sun as the 
unit of energy ; if our unit of mass is the mass of our sun 
and if the sun's present radius is our unit of length, I 
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find 1 [using Lord Kelvin's popular lecture figures for the 
present solar radiation] for any star, 

doubt (see also my final statement) that in a gaseous 
star the intrinsic or thermodynamic energy in the star is 
a very large fraction of the whole energy of the gravit
ating matter. Indeed it is so large that one is tempted 
to look for some greater original store to account for the 
enormous amount of radiation which takes place, or 
rather perhaps to assume that no radiating mass can 

M2 
W=36x ro6- • (2r) 

R 
M2 

h=32·4 X I06-
R 

I: 

. (22) 

follow the gaseous law. 
W - h represents life in years if we assume a uniform 

rate of radiation. It has an obvious connection with 
life under any assumption that we may make. Let us 
call it life in years, and continue to consider our sun. 
As the perfect gas law ceased more and more to be true, 
h, instead of increasing steadily, reached a limiting 

value and then diminished again, so that 
eventually h must become zero. In what 
state is our sun now? Is it still very much 
like a gas throughout, and getting hotter? 
It is too much to assume for stuff that 
would be 50 per cent. greater in density 
than platinum at the centre. In all prob
ability the change from the law of (22) 
began before R was 5, was quite marked 
when R was 4, and h reached its maximum 
value when R was 4 or 3½ or 3. It is quite 
certain that h must reach a maximum value 
in any star, and afterwards diminish gra-
dually, and the simplest mathematical 
formula expressing this fact may be used 
instead of(22) to give us useful suggestions 
in regard to the history of our sun. Such 
a simple formula is 

h=o·9w/(x+~:) .... (23) 

If R is very great (23) is the same as 
(22). When R is R0, h reaches a maximum 

4;c,---------=--~1='==··=-m=,tt='0'=''"'-=M="~w,,,_ ________ ,a ______ value, and for smaller values of R, h 
diminishes. The following tables have 
been calculated, a different assumption FIG. r. 

I must say that when Mr. Lister first worked out this 
value of h for me I was greatly surprised, for it has been I being made for each. W is calculated from (21). R0 is 

the radius of our sun (as compared with its present 

TABLE II.-Based on.five different assumptions as to the time when our Sun was at its hottest. Also assuming Radiation at present rate. 
---- ---· ---

Age of Star 
in millions Ro=6 
of years. 

----

T w I -k~I __ I 
0·4 3·r5 2·75 II 042 
o·8 2·93 2·13 12·27 
I "5 3·94 2·44 9·229 
2·0 4·52 2·52 8·038 
3·0 5·59, 2·59 6·460 
4·0 6·61 1 2·61 5·476 
5·0 7"601 2·60 4"739 
6·o 8·53 2·53 4·219 
8·o ro·33 2·33 3·484 

12·0 13·96 I ·96 2·577 
18·0 19·46 1·46 1·848 
24·0 25·22 I '22 1·427 
34·1 34·98 0·88 I ·028 

D w I 
--- --
129·9 2·50 
149·3 3·28 
83·33 4·3o 
63·69 4·96 
41 ·49 6·14 
29·67 7·23 
22·47 8·23 
17 ·79 9·14 
12·15 ro·54 
6·667 14"59 
3·425 20·05 
2·037 25·68 
1·057 35·36 

·-------

Ro=s 

1t I R I D 

-----
2·10 r4·39 208·3 
2·48 10·96 120·5 
2·80 8·433 69·93 
2·96 7·337 52·91 
3·14 5·898 34·36 
3'23 4·975 24·81 
3·23 n67 19·16 
3'l4 3·937 r5·53 
2·54 3·413 11·67 
2 ·59 2·463 6°II6 
2·05 1792 3·226 
1·68 1·401 I ·961 
I '26 1·018 I ·037 

--- ··- ---- -

Ro=2 

-- ·-- -- --- --·-- -- ---- ... -

2·20 1·8016·34270·3 2·52! 
3·53 2·73 ro·20 ro4·2 4·12 · 
4·82 3·327"56855·87 5·65 
5·57 3·57 6·519 42·02 6·50 
6·85 3·855·26827·62 7·9+; 
8·or 4·01 4·515 20·2c 9·19 
9·06 4·06 3·992 r5·8c 10·33 

ro·o3 4 ·03 3 ·584 12 ·89 11 '49! 
11·91 3·91 3·0219·21913·37! 
15·52 3·52 2·320 5·376 17·08 
20·96 2·96 1715 2·95c 22·48 
26·44 2'44 I •362 I •855 27 '93 
35 ·99 r ·89 r ·000,1 ·ooc 37 ·26 

2·IZJ r4 ·29;204 ·1 3'201 2·80 12·87i166·7 
3 ·32!8·802!76·34 5·68: 4·48 6·398;40·16 
4 ·1516·448 140·65 7"0!' 5 ·51 5 ·173,26·39 
4·50•5·573]30·77 8·01! 6·01 4·515!20·20 
4·944454;19·69 9·78i 6·783·69913·55 
5·19 3·927115·38 II"28 7·28 3·198[ro·r9 
5·33 3·508:12·15 12·61 7·612·8598·242 
5·493·13719·94613·83 7·83 2·6o5 16·832 
5·37 2·69817 ·246 16·07 8·07 2·244!5·072 
5·082·1264·50520·04 8·041·80113·226 
4·48 1·60412·56425·61 7·61 1·407:r-976 
3·93 r·29r:r·667 31·04 7·04 r·16otr·346 
3 ·r6 ·9754! ·9346 40·03 6·03 ·9024

1 

·8162 
_ _.c __ 1~.·-~' ' 

generally thought that h is always, not merely much less 
than W, but exceedingly less. But there can be no 

1 In C.G.S. units (13) and (14) give, if the stuff is like oxygen or hydrogen 
whose y is r·4, 

k=6·36 X ,o-8M2/R, 
W=7·079 x 10-8M2/R. 

radius) when h was a maximum. Thus the table headed 
R0 =4 gives Wand h, T and Don the assumption that our 
sun reached its hottest condition when it was of 4 times 
its present radius. I take W -h and call it T the age or 
Time in years, but all these values of T may be multiplied 
by some constant, W, h and T are given in millions. In obtaining these numbers Mr. J. Lister took the values of 6 deduced from 

Mr. Homer Lane's curves before we discovered Lord Kelvin's paper. It 
will be seen that he gets h/W =·9. It is easy to show that this ratio must 

,really be o·8~, but I am not concerned in getting mathematical accuracy here. 
,If our y is slightly different from r ·4, we may have the above numbers. 
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D is the depth (from surface) of a layer of stuff, say 
10,000° C., taking the depth of such a layer at present as r. 

Fig, r shows how the intrinsic heat energy of our sun 
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bas varied with its age on the above assumptions, which 
are all uniformitarian. The curves and table will suit 
any star if the unit of energy employed is the heat 
radiated per year by the star. If a star is twice the mass 
of our sun, the unit of energy is four times as great as in 
the case of our sun. A curve connecting R and time is 

FIG. 2, 

the same for all stars, and in the table the sun's present 
radius is the unit for R. 

I take the critical size or size of maximum h in a star 
to depend upon Po the central density ; if then the critical 
radius of our sun was 4 (or 4 times its present radius), 
the critical radius of a star whose mass is M times that 
of our sun was 4{/M. 

Non-Uniformitarian Assumptions. 
The numbers in Table I I. enable us to 

find what any assumption as to rate of 
radiation leads to. Thus, instead of assum
ing a constant amount of radiation every _ 
year, let us assume in the case of our sun 
that the rate of radiation at any time was 
always proportional to h. Let us take the 
supposition that h was greatest for our sun 
when R was four times its present value. 
Then as T in the table is no longer to be h 
called time, as it 1s really W - h; let t be 
time ; c being some constant. 

oT=ch.ot. 
Hence 

t= rdT_ 
ch 

It is quite easy to· plot the curve whose 

ordinate is :i:__ and whose abscissa is T of 
ch 

the table ; in this way using a value of c, 
which is suitable, I find 

/ 

TABLE III.-Rate o.f Radiation Proportional to b. 
Age in 

W-h. I millions of R. h. h years. 
I. 

l '342 1·0 9·r8 2·92 
2 ·280 I '78 6·52 3·57 
3 ·260 l ·45 5·27 3·85 
4 ·250 2·09 4·51 4·01 
5 ·246 2·71 3·99 4·06 
6 ·248 3·33 3·58 4·o3 
8 ·256 4·58 3·02 3·91 

12 ·284 7'28 2·32 3·52 
18 ·338 l l '92 I '7 l 2·96 
24 ·410 17·53 1·36 2·44 
34 ·528 29·26 1·00 1"89 
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The values of h and of R at the various periods in the 
life of our sun (or any star) are given in Fig. 2. 

The curve for h shows also the rate of radiation. It is 
assumed to have once been more than twice as great as 
at present in our sun. 

Any other assumption may be tried easily. I myself 
prefer to think that as a star gets older 
and as its white light radiating layer gets 
nearer and nearer its outer surface, its 
rate of radiation increases. It is quite 
possible as I have shown in NATURE 
(p. 582, April 1895), that our sun radiated 

0 

very little energy during long periods in 
the past. Without taking an extreme case 
I will assume that the rate of radiation 

s gets greater just in proportion to age and 
so find the following table. 
TABLE lV.-Rate of Radiation Proportional 

R to Age of Star. 

W-h. 

Age in 
millions of 

years. 
t. 

R. 

0·4 7·95 16·34 
·8 l l ·26 10'2 

1·5 15·42 7·57 
2·0 17·8 6·52 
3·0 21·8 5·27 
4·0 25·2 4·51 
5·0 28·1 3·99 
6·o 30·8 3·58 
S·o 35·6 3·02 

12 ·o 43 ·6 2·32 
18·0 53 ·4 1'71 
24 ·o 61 ·7 I ·36 
34·0 73·4 1·00 

The values of h and of R at the various periods in the 
life of our sun are given in Fig. 3. 

R· 

F1G. 3. 

On no one of the above assumptions can I see that 
it is possible to give even a probable limit to the future 
life of our sun as a light-giving body. 

Energy in a Spherical Mass of Gas. 

I end this long letter with a very curious statement 
concerning gaseous masses in space, and I am sorry 
that my own proper work is demanding so much of my 
attention that I must leave the following very definite 
statement without applying it, as I see that it may be 
applied, to the study of the physical properties of many 
gases. We have seen that, under convective equilibrium, 
there is an outside radius beyond which there is no stuff 
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existing. The following statement does not assume 
convective equilibrium; an outside radius, R, is assumed 
to exist. 

Let temperature, pressure, &c., be funct(ons of r. If 
m is the total mass bounded by the spherical surface of 
radius r, 

dp_ m 
dr- -ai"p. 

m=4,rfyr2p d1 .(25) 
• 0 

the stuff be;ng a perfect gas, 
pa-t=P •••••. . .. (26) 

If k is the specific heat (in ergs) at constant volume, the 
total intrinsic energy of the mass is 

h = 41rk J~ r' pt . dr, 

h=4,rkfRpr2 • dr ••.•.. (27) 
(J' 0 

The work that would have to be done in taking suc
c essive layers to an infinite distance is 

\V = + aj'R!'.:4,,-r2 • dr. p= + 4,rafR pmr. dr . (28) 
,. 0 

0 

Now (24) is 

so that 

pam = - ,.'f!f'., 
dr 

R Jo 
W = - 4,,-j ,.3'!!. dr= - 4,r r 3,lp . . (29) 

o dr Po 
Now in (27) 

J
R [ JR Jo ,_a pr2.dr= !Pr3 - - dp. 
0 0 Po 3 

The bracket term is o, as r is o at the centre, and P = o 
a t the surface. Hence 27 is 

4,rkf o ,.a 
h= - - (]' - tP· 

Po 
Dividing by (29) we have 

h k 
w 30' 

Now in gases, if K is specific heat at constant pressure 
u=K-k so that 

If 

If 

h _ k _ I 

W 3(K-k) 3(-), - I) 

-y= I '4, h = ·833W 

Here are very definite astonishing statements ! 
I must confess that I do not understand how if -y= 1½ 

we can have h= W. It seems to mean that if a mass of 
this kind of gas gravitates by itself from an infinite 
distance it retains all its energy. But such gas must 
surely be imagined to be radiating heat, as it is not at 
zero temperature. Where can it get such heat? I come 
to the conclusion that there must be atomic energy avail
able somehow in it, even when we imagine the molecules 
at an infinite distance from one another, or else there is 
no such gas possible. I say that no substance for which 
')'= 1-/i can behave as a perfect gas. 

You will notice that we do not need to imagine our 
stuff in a state of infinite diffusion. If a gaseous star 
changes its size or the arrangement of its stuff, the gravita
tional work done is exactly equal to the additional intrinsic 
heat energy in the star if,. is 1½. The paradox is greater 
if we think of coloured diatomic gases such as chlorine, 
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which have values of 'Y less than 11. We must either 
assume that there is more energy available than mere 
gravitational energy, or else that such substances cannot 
really behave as perfect gases. [It is to be remembered 
that by a perfect gas I do not merely mean that p/tp is 
constant, but that k, the specific heat at constant volume 
is constant, a statement which does not follow from the 
first.] It is some time since I have come across a state
ment which looks better worth study than this one. 

WILLIAM HENRY FLOWER, K.C.B., F.R.C.S., 
LL.D., D.C.L., Sc.D., F.R.S., F.Z.S., F.L.S. 

T HE distinguished naturalist whose death has recently 
occurred was the second son of the late Mr. 

Edward Fordham Flower, the founder of the well-known 
brewery at Stratford-on-Avon, and dear to all lovers of 
animals on account of his crusade against the bearing
rein. Sir William Flower was born in November 1831. 
He was educated at private schools and at University 
College, London, where he took Sharpey's gold medal in 
Physiology, and Grant's silver medal in Zoology. He 
became M.B. of the University of London in 1851, and 
joined the Medical Department of the Army in 1854, 
serving in the Crimea, where his health broke down. On 
his return to England he became Demonstrator of 
Anatomy at the Middlesex Hospital, and Curator of the 
Museum, intending to practise as a surgeon. Here he 
published his first work, "Diagrams of the Nerves of the 
Human Body," and also wrote in Holmes' "System of 
Surgery '' on" Injuries of the Upper Extremities." 

In 1861, at the age of thirty, he was appointed to suc
ceed Queckett as Curator of the Hunterian Museum at 
the College of Surgeons, and later became H unterian 
Professor. Thenceforward he abandoned professional 
work for purely scientific pursuits. Twenty years later, 
when he received tbe Royal medal of the Royal Society, 
the President stated with justice that "it is very largely 
due to his incessant and well-directed labours that the 
museum of the Royal College of Surgeons at present 
contains the most complete, the best ordered, and the 
most accessible collection of materials for the study of 
vertebrate structures extant." 

Two years later (in 1884), on the resignation of Sir 
Richard Owen, Prof. Flower was appointed Director 
of the new Natural History Museum in the Cromwell 
Road, where he was incessantly occupied with the ar
rangement and development of the collections until 
failing health necessitated his resignation, which took 
effect in October 1898. Unhappily he did not long enjoy 
the rest and leisure which be had so well earned by a 
life of unusual industry and devotion to public work. 

His services in the cause of knowledge were recognised 
by many honorary degrees from Universities, and by his 
election as a Correspondent of the Institute of France. 
He was made C.B. in 1887, and K.C.B. in 1892, and was 
President in 1889 of the British Association for the 
Advancement of Science. 

The mere enumeration of the incidents in a man's life 
does not tell very much about the nature and value of 
his work. Sir William Flower's chief work was in two 
directions : firstly, as a director and original artist in 
museum management ; secondly, as an investigator and 
discoverer in the comparative anatomy of the Mammalia. 
Besides these two chief lines of work, there were others 
to which he gave time and care. He was not unheedful 
of the popular demand for instruction and guida.nce by 
lectures. He frequently appeared at the Royal Institution 
and the London Institution, and always had a weighty 
and well-considered discourse to deliver. The most 
original and, from a social point of view, the most im
portant of these was one on "Fashion in Deformity," in 
which he gave very strong support to those who dis-
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